Tissue microarray technology enables us to evaluate the pattern of protein expression in large numbers of samples. However, manual data acquisition and analysis still represent a challenge because they are subjective and time-consuming. Automated analysis may thus increase the speed and reproducibility of evaluation. However, the reliability of automated analysis systems should be independently evaluated. Herein, the expression of phosphorylated AKT and mTOR was determined by ScanScope XT (Aperio; Vista, CA) and ACIS III (Dako; Glostrup, Denmark) and compared with the manual analysis by two observers. The percentage of labeled pixels or nuclei analysis had a good correlation between human observers and automated systems (κ = 0.855 and 0.879 for ScanScope vs. observers and κ = 0.765 and 0.793 for ACIS III vs. observers). The intensity of labeling determined by ScanScope was also correlated with that found by the human observers (correlation index of 0.946 and 0.851 for pAKT and 0.851 and 0.875 for pmTOR). However, the correlation between ACIS III and human observation varied for labeling intensity and was considered poor in some cases (correlation index of 0.718 and 0.680 for pAKT and 0.223 and 0.225 for pmTOR). Thus, the percentage of positive pixels or nuclei determination was satisfactorily performed by both systems; however, labeling intensity was better identified by ScanScope XT. (J Histochem Cytochem 61:272-282, 2013) 
In recent decades, the importance of studies to characterize the genetic profile in healthy or pathological conditions has increased. This has led to a continued need for new strategies for high-throughput research to explore the temporal and spatial localization of proteins as well as new technologies to improve data acquisition and analysis.
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) can be used to detect differential expression levels of specific antigens with the advantages of preserving protein localization and the possibility of using little sample or samples preserved in paraffin. Immunohistochemistry has been widely used in tissue samples from cancer for detecting tumor progression and aggressiveness (Harrington et al. 2009; Laurinavicius et al. 2012; van Schaik et al. 2012) . Recently, tissue microarrays (TMAs) have changed immunohistochemistry into a highthroughput methodology in which a single slide can hold up to hundreds of samples that can be processed in one reaction. This ensures that the same conditions are applied to each sample and maximizes reproducibility (Dhir 2008; Jawhar 2009 ). The development of this new technology now raises the need for an automated means of quantification that can speed up the analysis without compromising the quality of the results.
IHC is commonly analyzed by qualified professionals using conventional optical microscopy, and although with practice comes experience, optical microscopy is still subject to errors (Rojo et al. 2009 ). The pathologist typically interprets IHC results using a binary positive-negative end point or a three-to four-point scale, such as the HSCORE (McCarty et al. 1986) or the criteria of Allred et al. (1998) . These methods are rarely reproducible, with high levels of intraobserver and interobserver variability.
Contrary to conventional microscopy, for which the evaluation criteria are qualitative or semiquantitative and result in categorical values for statistical analysis, computer-assisted microscopy generates a score that can be used to assign continuous values, resulting in a more finely graduated scale than Allred or the HSCORE that may increase the sensitivity and dynamic range of the in situ measurement of protein expression (Choudhury et al. 2010) . It is still to be determined, however, if a greater dynamic range results in an analytical advantage because reports in the literature suggest that survival outcome in relation to immunohistochemical expression can be equally predicted by both human and machine (Ong et al. 2010) .
Other advantages of automation include a shorter analysis time (Ong et al. 2010 ) and the elimination of the inherent variability of pathologist-based scoring because computer measurements are not subject to external factors, such as human fatigue, illumination, or ambient noise (Cregger et al. 2006) . Therefore, the implementation of automated mechanisms and digital documentation is a goal for highthroughput IHC evaluation.
However, automated evaluation is also prone to errors due to the inability of the machine to deal with non-ideal situations, such as inadequate sample preparation, heterogeneous tissues, uneven color patterns, and cells that appear merged, among others. In addition, each manufacturer uses a proprietary mathematical algorithm to deal with these situations. Thus, equipment should be independently tested for its ability to quantify immunohistochemistry reactions and deal with problems inherent to the technique itself.
Most studies in the literature evaluate automation methods using antibodies for nuclear or membrane epitopes (Hatanaka et al. 2003; Choudhury et al. 2010; Ong et al. 2010 ) because of its ability to clearly delineate a background area. However, a situation often observed in practice is that antigens may have nuclear and/or cytoplasmic localization that may reduce the reliability of the automated discrimination. In this work, we analyzed the expression patterns of the phosphorylated forms of AKT and mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), two proteins highly involved in the process of tumorigenesis (Sabatini 2006; Dancey 2010 ) that correlate with a worse prognosis in several tumor types (Hirashima et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010; Korkolopoulou et al. 2012 ) and present nuclear and cytoplasmic distributions. We evaluated the interplatform reproducibility of two microscopy systems from different manufacturers in TMA samples and tested the reproducibility of these platforms against conventional microscopy analysis by two qualified observers.
Materials and Methods

Sample Selection and TMAs
Fourteen brain samples from patients surgically treated for epileptic syndrome and 206 glioma samples, classified as grade I to grade IV according to the World Health Organization (WHO) classification, were selected from the formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue bank of the Anatomic Pathology Department of AC Camargo Hospital (São Paulo, Brazil). A 1-mm punch was collected from representative tumor areas from each case and organized in a TMA.
Immunohistochemistry Reactions
TMA sections were deparaffinized by incubation at 60C for 24 hr, followed by two successive immersions in xylene at 56C for 30 min each, followed by hydration in solutions with decreasing concentrations of ethanol (100%, 95%, 80%, and 70%). For antigen retrieval, the slides were incubated in 10 mM citrate buffer (pH 6.0) in a pressure cooker for 30 min with a preheat of 14 min. To block endogenous peroxidase, sections were incubated in 10% H 2 O 2 . Sections were incubated with pAKT (20 µg/ml; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA) and pmTOR (20 µg/ml; Cell Signaling Technology) antibodies diluted in 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS for 18 hr at 4C in a humid chamber. Secondary antibody staining was performed using a twostep procedure (Advance HRP; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). First, the secondary antibody (Advance HRP Link) was diluted in PBS and incubated with the slides for 30 min at 37C, followed by washing with three changes of PBS for 3 min each. Slides were then incubated for 30 min at 37C with secondary antibody diluted in Tris-HCl buffer (Advance HRP Enzyme; Dako), followed by two washes in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.6) for 5 min each. Color was developed by incubating the slides in substrate solution: 0.06% 3,3′-tetrahydrochloride diaminobenzidine (D-5637; Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 1% dimethylsulfoxide, and 0.06% H 2 O 2 in PBS for 5 min at 37C. The reaction was stopped by immersing the slides in 0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.6). The sections were counterstained with Harris hematoxylin, washed in water, and dehydrated through increasing concentrations of ethanol, followed by subsequent mounting. Each slide had a positive control consisting of tissue known to be positive for each antibody tested.
Image Analysis by Observers
Two qualified observers (AWA and RMR) scored all TMA spots for the percentage of cells that stained positively in a blinded, independent manner: 0 (0%-10% of stained cells), 1 (10%-25% of stained cells), 2 (26%-50% of stained cells), 3 (50%-75% of stained cells), or 4 (greater than 75% stained cells). The average color of the spot was also graded by the observer as staining intensity: 0 (no staining), 1 (weak staining), 2 (moderate staining), or 3 (strong staining). A Quickscore (Q), ranging from 0 to 7 was generated by adding the percentage and intensity scores.
Image Analysis by Automated Equipment
The analyses of the slides were made using the ScanScope XT from Aperio (Vista, CA) and the ACIS III from Dako. Each automated system generated a number of positive pixels and positive nuclei according to internal algorithms.
For the analysis that included the intensity of the staining, the ScanScope internal algorithm was able to classify each pixel as 0 (negative, threshold 256-220), 1 (weakly positive, threshold 220-175), 2 (positive, threshold 175-100), or 3 (strong positive, threshold 100-0) and to count the number of pixels in each category. From these data, the HSCORE (Hatanaka et al. 2003) was calculated according to the formula HSCORE = Σ(i × Pi), where Pi = percentage of positive pixels, varied from 0% to 100%, and pixel staining intensity i = 0, 1, 2, or 3. Hence, the range for the HSCORE was 0 to 300.
ACIS III performs an analysis based on hotspots. Hotspots from each sample were automatically chosen by the equipment, and the expression was calculated from the percentage of immunopositive cells and immunostaining intensity and was shown as a mean region score. We were unable to find the specifications used by the equipment for this scoring.
Statistical Analysis-κ Test
The comparisons between the two observers were performed by weighted κ testing. Weighted κ (Landis and Koch 1977; Kundel and Polansky 2003) is calculated by subtracting the proportion of the readings that are expected to agree by chance, which we will call ρ e , from the overall agreement, ρ o , and dividing the remainder by the number of cases for which agreement is not expected to occur by chance (equation 1). As the number of categories increases, there is more room for disagreement, and the relative importance of disagreement between categories may not be the same for adjacent categories as it is for distant categories. A method for calculation has been developed that allows for differences in the importance of disagreements (equation 2), where w represents weight, i is the number of the row, j is the number of the column, and k is the total number of categories.
To classify the agreement strength of the κ coefficient, the classification established by Landis and Koch (1977) was used, in which the values of κ from 0.00 to 0.20 indicates negligible agreement, 0.21 to 0.40 indicates slight agreement, 0.41 to 0.60 indicates moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.80 indicates great agreement, and 0.81 to 1.00 indicates excellent agreement.
Kappa testing requires that the same classification is used by the two subjects that performed the analysis. We thus cannot compare a score that varies from 0 to 4 with a percentage that varies from 0 to 100. Thus, to compare between manual and automated quantification, the percentage of positive pixels or nuclei obtained by each automated system was scored from 0 to 4 according to same criteria used by the observers. The scores were then compared using κ.
When the intensity of the staining was also considered, the average intensity of each spot given by ScanScope was classified from 0 to 3 (0: threshold 256-220, 1: threshold 220-175, 2: threshold 175-100, 3: threshold 100-0), and the percentage of positive pixels was classified from 0 to 4 according to same criteria used by the observers. A Quickscore directly comparable to the one produced by the manual evaluation was generated by adding the percentage and intensity scores. Scores were compared using the κ test.
The scale for the ACIS III mean score for the hotspots could not be directly compared with the other measurements.
Statistical Analysis-Correlation Index
The percentage of positive nuclei or the percentage of positive pixels given by ScanScope or ACIS III was plotted against each other, and a correlation index was calculated.
When the intensity values were also considered, the HSCORE generated from the ScanScope data and the hotspot mean value from ACIS III were plotted against each other or against the Quickscore generated by the observers. A correlation index was calculated for each plot.
Statistical tests were performed with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) or R software (R Core Team 2012).
Results
TMAs containing 14 samples from non-tumoral brain tissue and 206 glioma tissue samples were subjected to immunohistochemistry reactions with antibodies to the phosphorylated form of AKT ( Fig. 1) and mTOR (Fig. 2) . The reactions were highly specific because a sharp and well-localized staining pattern with no background artifacts was observed (Figs. 1 and 2). It was also observed that the expression of the proteins presented variability between samples ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). Even though we maximized the quality of our samples and immunohistochemistry reactions, there were some spots where a small defect in the tissue could represent a problematic area
(1) for the automated analysis. Those included the displacement or bending of the tissue, overlapping with other tissues, or hematoxylin precipitates and other waste that can be deposited in the tissue, causing a false-positive mark (Fig. 3) . Samples analyzed by two different observers were categorized according to the percentage of positively labeled cells (Tables 1 and 2 ). The agreement between the two observers was calculated (Tables 1 and 2 ) and was considered excellent (κ of 0.905 for pAKT staining and 0.805 for pmTOR staining).
In the next step, samples were evaluated using two automated systems. Two slides were analyzed, and measurements of the percentage of positively labeled nuclei and the number of positive pixels were taken, representing nuclear and total staining, respectively. For each evaluation method, a variance analysis was performed (Table 3 ) and was consistent among different methods. The measurements obtained by each system were plotted against each other to verify concordance, and the correlation index was calculated for each situation (Figs. 4 and 5) . The correlation between the two automated systems was not perfect, reflecting the differences in the algorithms used by each system. A high correlation index between each system was observed, but that correlation varied with the antibody used (correlation index for ACIS III vs. ScanScope was 0.9044 and 0.9351 for the percentage of labeled nuclei with pAKT and pmTOR, respectively, and was 0.9450 and 0.9548 for the percentage of labeled pixels with pAKT and pmTOR, respectively).
We then applied the κ coefficient to analyze the confidence of the digital analysis systems (Tables 4 and 5) . By applying the classification of Landis and Koch (1977) , we observed that there was reproducibility between the two observers with Aperio, with great to excellent in all grades for gliomas and control tissues, with κ values ranging from 0.477 to 1.0 for pAKT and 0.571 to 1.0 for mTOR. These data demonstrate that the score obtained in ScanScope could be considered reliable for analysis. We performed the same procedure with the ACIS III equipment and observed that the κ value ranged from 0.410 to 1.000 for pAKT and 0.429 to 1.0 for mTOR, showing a moderate to excellent concordance between all tumor grades. ACIS III had a moderate reproducibility, especially in the normal and low grades (in control cases labeled with pAKT, the concordance of ACIS III had a κ Each spot was given a grade according to the percentage of positively labeled cells with the pAKT antibody. 0 = absolute lack of staining, 1 = 1% to 25% of stained cells, 2 = 26% to 50% of stained cells, and 3 = greater than 50% of stained cells. The percentage of samples in each category as accessed by observers 1 and 2 is indicated. Each spot was given a grade according to the percentage of positively labeled cells with pmTOR antibody. 0 = absolute lack of staining, 1 = 1% to 25% of stained cells, 2 = 26% to 50% of stained cells, and 3 = greater than 50% of stained cells. The percentage of samples in each category as accessed by observers 1 and 2 is indicated.
value of 0.440 and 0.759 for the two observers and, in the grade I cases, a κ value of 0.477 and 0.410 for the two observers), which could possibly reflect low discrimination in the cases in which the expression of protein is not very high. When all grades and both proteins were considered for the calculation of a mean κ coefficient, ScanScope received 0.855 and 0.879 and ACIS III received 0.765 and 0.793 (Table 6) . Concordance among the automated systems and manual image analysis in a scoring system that considers both the percentage and intensity of labeling. Tissue microarray reactions with anti-phospho-AKT (A) and anti-phospho-mTOR (B) were analyzed in two automated systems from different manufacturers for the number of labeled pixels. The percentages of positive pixels found in each system were plotted against each other, and the correlation index was calculated.
We further expanded our analysis to include the data from the labeling intensity. Observer evaluation was based on a Quickscore that varied from 0 to 7 and considered the percentage of labeled area and mean intensity of the spot. ScanScope measurements of the percentage of labeled pixels and pixel intensity were integrated into an HSCORE. ACIS III analysis was based on a mean value obtained from the intensity and percentage of labeling in automatically selected hotspots. A variance analysis was performed for each quantification method and, in this case, the variance (Table 7) . ScanScope had a high correlation with the two observers for both pAKT and pmTOR (ScanScope vs. observer 1 correlation index of 0.946 and 0.851, respectively, and ScanScope vs. observer 2 correlation index of 0.851 and 0.875, respectively), demonstrating a concordance between the observer and automated evaluation (Fig. 6A, B) . The κ index revealed a great reliability between ScanScope and the observers (κ of 0.754 and 0.737 for pAKT; κ of 0.663 and 0.727 for pmTOR) ( Table 8 ).
The hotspot method of ACIS III had a low correlation with the observers (Fig. 6C, D , Table 8 ) with an index of 0.7189 for pAKT and 0.2232 for pmTOR relative to observer 1 and 0.680 for pAKT and 0.225 for pmTOR relative to observer 2. Accordingly, the correlation between both automated systems varied between 0.7581 for pAKT and 0.2253 for pmTOR (Fig. 6E, F , Table 8 ). The ACIS III differences with respect to the observer or ScanScope were much greater in the TMA probed for pmTOR and could be due to the lower intensity of this staining when compared with pAKT. The κ reliability test between the observer and ACIS III could not be performed because the scoring system of ACIS III was different from the observer scoring method.
Altogether, these results indicate that there are variations among different systems. The automated analysis of the TMAs was very reliable for both systems when the percentage of positive pixels was considered. When the intensity of the staining was also considered, the correlation between both automated systems and with the observers was lower; however, in our hands, ScanScope had a superior algorithm with a higher correlation index (0.8517 and 0.9461 for ScanScope vs. observer 1 and 0.2232 and 0.7189 for ACIS III vs. observer 1) (Table 8) with the observer and a κ value considered great (0.754 and 0.737 for ScanScope vs. observers 1 and 2 for pAKT and 0.663 and 0.727 for ScanScope vs. observers 1 and 2 for pmTOR) ( Table 8 ). The ACIS III hotspot method was not so reliable when an automated selection of hotspots was used. Thus, in our hands, the Aperio system displayed a higher correlation with the results from human observers.
Discussion
The determination of protein expression levels by immunohistochemical techniques has progressed toward a more quantitative type of assessment (Cregger et al. 2006; Kayser 2012 ) either for diagnostic purposes or clinicalpathological research (Jara-Lazaro et al. 2010; Laurinaviciene et al. 2011; Nap et al. 2012) . Thus, it becomes essential to produce reliable and reproducible high-throughput analyses of protein expression. Automated analysis of protein expression in TMAs has become, then, an essential tool for high-throughput research projects and diagnostic tools.
However, when analyzing IHC reactions by a digital system, many problematic situations could arise (Krupinski et al. 2012 ). The quality of the immunohistochemistry reactions may be altered by improper fixation of the tissue or method of antigenic reactivation or antibody dilution, leading to nonspecific signal or damaged tissue morphology, that hinders the analysis after scanning. False negatives also may arise due to the formation of air bubbles in the mounting of the slide. In these cases, it is important to evaluate how the automated system deals with problematic areas. Ideally, the machine should recognize and exclude areas with problems, but this is not always the case (Fig. 3) . In these cases, the manual exclusion of problematic areas is always possible, although this will slow down the efficiency of the analysis. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the quality of each step to ensure maximum fidelity of the data obtained.
Another category that requires attention is the situation that relies on specific parameters of the algorithms used by each system. For example, the ACIS III system was less able to detect positive cells in control tissues, which could be due to the threshold used by the software to consider positive cells. Algorithms that measure cell nuclei can also give mistakes because nuclear sizes vary according to the cell type and region. In cases where two or more adjacent nuclei are considered as a single nucleus, or in cases where other structures may be considered a nucleus, a bias in the analysis can occur. The observer can manually exclude these problems, but again, this is not the ideal situation.
Our study was performed with the currently used TMA technology and automated analysis to evaluate the effect of potential biomarkers of interest. With this kind of approach, we showed a great (0.805) to excellent (0.905) concordance between human observers when the percentage of labeled pixels or nuclei was used and demonstrated that the scores generated by an automated analysis are consistent with the results generated by human observers in the identification of potential prognostic markers. When a more detailed analysis was performed, the concordance was reduced for both (Table 8 ). In the majority of discordant cases, observers identified no staining that was classified by automated systems as a weakly positive staining. However, a modification in the classification thresholds could improve this issue. It is worth noticing in Fig. 6A and B that each Quickscore category corresponds to a zone of HSCORE values, thus meaning that automation gives a more precise value and thus represents an increase in the dynamic range of the classifications. Whether this increase in the dynamic range indeed improves the determination of survival outcome or other clinically relevant aspects is still unknown. ACIS III did not have an algorithm that could produce a score similar to Quickscore to allow for κ statistics. However, the correlation between the data obtained from ACIS III and manual evaluation or ScanScope varied with the antibody used and was poor in the case of pmTOR (0.718 and 0.223 for ScanScope vs. observer 1 and 0.680 and 0.225 for ScanScope vs. observer 2) ( Table 8 ). The ACIS III algorithm performs an automatic selection of hotspots instead of evaluating the whole tissue, which could have contributed to the discrepancies. Possibly, these discrepancies could be minimized by manual selection of hotspots; however, this would reduce the speed and reproducibility of the analysis. Another difficulty observed was the absence of clear and adjustable parameters for quantification, such as the thresholds used, that could be adapted by the user.
In conclusion, automated technology provides us with high-throughput analysis, showing variable correlation between equipment and observers. In our hands, both systems were able to distinguish positively labeled pixels, even though the Aperio ScanScope had the best discrimination algorithm. When a more refined type of analysis was performed, both systems were less correlated with the observers. ScanScope still presented satisfactory results, but ACIS III showed a low correlation in some cases (correlation index of 0.223 and 0.225 for pmTOR, ACIS III vs. observers 1 and 2). Thus, we believe that automated systems can be used for high-throughput analysis of TMAs; however, caution is advised when choosing the manufacturer and type of analysis. Because we observed variation among the results from the staining with different antibodies, a validation procedure should be performed in cases where new antibodies are to be used. Even though care has to be taken in each pre-and postanalytical step, the benefit of its use in daily routine pathology laboratories can be important. In addition to providing reliable data, automated analysis of TMAs decreases substantially the average time to diagnosis and includes tools to allow Internet sharing of information with other observers (Kldiashvili and Schrader 2011) . Figure 6 . Concordance among the automated systems of image analysis. Tissue microarray reactions with anti-phospho-mTOR (A, C, and E) and anti-phospho-AKT (B, D, and E) were analyzed in two automated systems from different manufacturers and by an observer to determine the number of labeled pixels. The percentages of positive pixels and pixel intensities given by the ScanScope algorithm were combined into an HSCORE. Automatic selection of hotspots and a mean value for percentage of labeling and intensity were given by the ACIS III system. The observer classified the percentage of staining from 0 to 4 and intensity from 0 to 3, and both values were combined into a Quickscore. Score values were plotted against each other, and the correlation index was calculated.
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